Biography Bottle Project

What is a Biography Bottle?
A Biography Bottle is a bottle made to look like a historical figure, past or present, who made an important contribution to our world.

Directions:

1. Take a 2 liter soda bottle, remove any stickers, empty and clean your bottle.
2. Weigh the bottom of the bottle down by putting something heavy in it, such as small rocks or sand, and put the lid back on.
3. Look for objects around the house that you can use for the head, such as a Styrofoam ball, tennis ball, or anything round. Cover the object with a light fabric to match skin tone and glue the head on the bottle.
4. Draw, paint, or glue materials to create the face. Please include eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and facial hair if needed.
5. Use string, yarn, cotton, paper shreds, felt, and glue onto the ball to create hair.
6. Create colorful clothing with fabric, felt, tissue paper, or construction paper.
8. Now add details to represent your person. For example, if you chose Abraham Lincoln you could add a top hat.
9. You may add props to your bottle for the finishing touch. For example, if you chose Pablo Picasso add a paint palette to their hand or if you have Albert Einstein add a notebook with $E=MC^2$ on it.
10. Most importantly have fun and be creative!!
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